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Introduction 

I have been looking for a book like this for years. The fact 
that no one else has written one up to now is one of the 
primary reasons I created my coaching and training 
company, Sick with Success®, which focuses primarily on the 
engagement of people working and living with chronic 
illnesses. 
 Sick with Success® stems from the idea that there are many 
people with chronic health conditions who are smart, 
ambitious and want to be successful in their careers. The key 
to success is engagement, but the assumptions and 
stereotypes which fuel government and corporate policies 
often get in the way of such engagement.  
 Then there is the issue of resources. Where can these 
people go for advice when dealing with the life challenges 
related to working with a chronic health condition? Most 
commonly, they have to rely on support groups or mental 
health professionals. These resources have their limits. 
 Many ambitious people dislike support groups – referring 
to them as pity parties. Predictably, a group dynamic that is 
built primarily around problems rather than strengths and 
solutions has the unfortunate tendency to keep people where 
they are rather than helping them move on.  
 As a one-on-one resource, mental health professionals 
serve an important purpose in our society and are a valuable 
lifeline for those with emotional or psychological problems. 
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However, not everyone who has a chronic illness needs 
psychological therapy or wants it. 
 Personally, I found that the problems I faced as an 
ambitious person with a chronic illness could not be fully 
understood by people who did not have first-hand 
experience in the real world. I felt that a new type of resource 
was needed. 
 At the time, I was working as a news director for a 
national television network. It was a job that involved long 
hours and a lot of pressure, but it was also fun and 
rewarding. I worked with some very talented journalists, 
writers and technical staff. These people were in similarly 
stressful jobs, and many had their own chronic health 
problems. These conditions included cancer, arthritis, 
depression, and inflammatory bowel disease (just to name a 
few). I also had employees whose lives were affected by the 
serious health conditions of close family members as well. 
 In fact, most people in my department seemed to be 
affected by chronic illness, either directly or indirectly. I 
thought this was rare until I discovered that a third of the 
workforce has at least one chronic health condition.  It turned 
out that the number of sick people in my department was not 
rare at all. It was normal. 
 The key difference was that my employees actually told me 
about their health challenges rather than keeping them a 
secret. Most of them knew I had a chronic illness myself and 
looked to me for both understanding and also ways to 
improve their productivity. Many managers never hear 
about their employee’s health conditions. I was an exception. 
 As a result, I began looking for resources that could help 
me better engage employees with chronic illness issues. 
There was nothing out there. No books. No workshops, and 
almost no experts. The idea seemed to be if you got sick you 
left your ambition behind, exited the workforce or fell back 
on an entry level job that required little thought or effort. 
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 After years of seeking out resources that would help ill 
employees, I realized that I might have to create them 
myself. After all, I had been working my entire life with two 
painful and sometimes serious conditions: Crohn’s disease – 
an inflammatory bowel condition, and arthritis – which 
made my body ache and occasionally swelled up my knees 
and ankles to near comic proportions.  
 Despite my physical challenges, I had succeeded in one of 
the most competitive industries in the world: television 
news. I had also done it in a way that reflected my own 
personal values. I treated people as individuals and 
emphasized their unique strengths. Every person brought 
something different and powerful to the team and respected 
each other’s differences.  Recognizing people as individuals 
also meant recognizing their different needs, so being flexible 
and meeting those needs was an important part of my 
management philosophy 
  As I gained experience as a manager, I began to 
appreciate the positive impact this philosophy had on my 
employees who were challenged by illness issues. 
Productivity in key areas was soon quadruple what it had 
been when I took over the department and the quality of 
work being produced was never better. For the first time in 
their careers, my staff were winning national and 
international journalism awards and beating the biggest 
names in television news around the world.  
 I believe this happened, in large part, due to the level of 
trust, understanding, and flexibility I incorporated into the 
workplace. My employees knew I understood their health 
and family challenges and would do everything I could to 
get them the resources they needed to do their jobs better.  
 They also knew my commitment to excellence. Having a 
chronic health condition does not mean you stop caring 
about the quality of your work. However, it should make 
you aware of where to spend your energy, when to take a 
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break and how to balance your life.  It is about creating 
priorities and making good decisions. When people feel a 
pride in what they do, and do it in a way that nourishes them 
physically and mentally, they become truly engaged in their 
work. And when employees are engaged, they are also 
highly productive.  
 Acting as a catalyst for engagement soon became the most 
rewarding part of my job, and seeing the positive impact it 
had on the bottom line was an inspiration in itself. If I could 
help my team increase productivity and quality so 
substantially and so quickly, why couldn’t I teach those skills 
to others?   
 After all, I know the fears, the challenges and the difficult 
decisions that come from being an ambitious person with a 
chronic illness.  
 Having been a manager, I also know the challenges, 
concerns and difficult decisions that come with 
responsibility, as well as the frustrations of dealing with 
corporate policies that exist for a reason, but are not always 
effective at getting the results that we want. 
 I chose the title of this book deliberately. Having spent the 
past two years studying data on chronic illness and 
productivity, I now believe this issue has as large an impact 
on our society as the Age of Industry, the Age of Information or 
the Age of Globalization.  
 The rise of chronic illness is an elephant in the room that 
few leaders want to truly acknowledge. Our world has been 
affected by major changes in demographics and medicine 
that have literally transformed the very concept of illness 
itself. Until we come to grips with these fundamental 
transformations, we will spend money, time and effort on 
strategies that no longer work for anyone. 
 The purpose of this book is to identify and change many 
of the underlying assumptions we have about illness and 
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start a new dialogue that will lead to more effective solutions 
for both organizations and individuals. 
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PART I – WHAT IS CHRONIC ILLNESS? 

Over the past few generations there has been a seismic shift 
in the way people become ill. Throughout most of human 
history, bacteria and viruses were the main cause of sickness. 
They brought about deadly diseases such as plague, 
tuberculosis and diphtheria. By the late 20th century things 
had changed. Many of these highly contagious diseases had 
been controlled or eliminated through the use of antibiotics 
and vaccines.  

 Today, the primary cause of death and disability comes 
from chronic illnesses – diseases that are generally not 
contagious, but are often incurable. Chronic illness is not a 
diagnosis in itself, but a term that describes the long-term 
nature of the disease.  

 There is some debate in medical circles over exactly which 
diseases qualify, but the next chapter will give you a 
practical way of understanding what chronic illness looks 
like. There are also resources at the back of the book that 
highlight the many different chronic diseases that now affect 
much of our population. 
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Defining chronic illness in a few letters 

hen we think about common health problems we often 
consider things like the flu, respiratory infections, 

viruses and broken bones. These are all conditions that are 
visible, temporary and predictable. These are also known as 
acute conditions and throughout the course of human history 
they have generally been responsible for the majority of our 
health problems. 
 Due to our aging population and advances in medical 
technology (which keep more people alive and productive) 
the majority of the world’s health-care issues are no longer 
acute, but chronic. In fact, The World Health Organization 
recognizes more than 70 different types of chronic disease, 
and states that chronic illness is now the leading cause of 
death and disability in the world. 
 If we look at the different characteristics of both acute and 
chronic disease, we will see that the paradigm of illness has 
changed dramatically. 
 The word acute means urgent or severe. The course of an 
acute illness has the following general characteristics: 
 

• Predictable - Acute illness follows a predictable 
course.  You either fight off the infection or you die. 

• Visible – Most acute illnesses (even something like 
the flu) are visible. You can tell when someone is sick. 

• Temporary – Acute illnesses are usually of relatively 
short duration. 

W 
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Now let us look at the characteristics of chronic illness. The 
word chronic means long-term.  An easy way to remember 
the characteristics of chronic illness is by using the acronym 
U-ILL (Think of it as a question: You ill?). The letters stand 
for: 
 

• Unpredictable – Symptoms can often flare up or 
recede quickly and without warning. 

• Invisible – Most people with chronic illness show no 
obvious signs of being ill and look “normal”. 

• Long Lasting – Many chronic diseases are incurable. 
 

Contrast these elements with the predictable, visible and 
temporary nature of acute illness, and you can appreciate the 
problem we have with our assumptions about what it means 
to be sick.  The whole paradigm of illness has changed.  
 Unfortunately, the tools we use to address illness are still 
rooted in the past. Think about your short-term disability 
policies or return to work strategies. Do they make 
assumptions that an employee’s illness will run a predictable 
course which will see them get better over a period of time 
until the point where they are fully well again? Similar 
assumptions are at the heart of almost all of our institutions 
and policies that relate to people and their health - 
encompassing everything from our medical system to our 
social safety net and even to collective bargaining 
agreements. 
  
Human health has a huge impact on our society and the 
economy. If our assumptions about what it means to be sick 
are wildly out of date, how can we properly address the 
problems and issues of our workforce and our citizens? 
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Unpredictable 

or people with a chronic illness, getting well is not just a 
simple case of getting some rest and going to the doctor. 

Chronic diseases can be highly unpredictable. Flare-ups and 
remissions can happen almost at random, while symptoms 
such as pain and fatigue can change from day to day or even 
hour to hour. To add to the uncertainty, many people who 
are challenged by a chronic health condition actually have 
more than one disease. This often leads to an unpredictable 
soup of symptoms that can be tough to predict. It may also 
explain why people with chronic diseases are much more 
likely to suffer from depression than the normal population.   
 I know from personal experience how difficult it is to 
adjust to this uncertainty. I have gone through many periods 
where my health seemed to change almost daily.  One of my 
toughest stretches was a ten-year phase where I would 
suddenly, and without warning, become stricken with a 
high-grade fever. I would literally end up flat on my back for 
more than a week each time it happened.  Despite numerous 
emergency room visits, the doctors could not explain why 
this was occurring. They just knew it was somehow related 
to my Crohn’s disease. 
 Because the fevers were wildly unpredictable, I was 
unable to book a holiday abroad, commit to social events or 
even know with confidence that I would be able to work the 
next day.  It was like my body was a time bomb and I never 
knew when it would go off. The situation frayed my nerves 

F 
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and made it almost impossible to relax even when I was 
feeling okay. I could never plan anything nice for myself and 
I was constantly worried about my ability to keep my job 
amid mounting sick time. This stressful situation continued 
for a decade. 
 Eventually, I was put on a new medication and my fevers 
mysteriously disappeared, but it took me more than a year to 
feel any sort of freedom again. Even now, with the fevers 
behind me, I still don’t know from each day to the next how 
much energy I will have or how much pain I will feel, but I 
have learned to adapt as best as I can. Such is life with a 
chronic illness. 
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Invisible 

he vast majority of people with chronic diseases (96%) 
have no visible symptoms. For those who suffer from 

these conditions, this invisibility can have serious effects on 
their relationships with others.  
 Most of us expect sickness to be visible. So when someone 
tells us they are ill, but they don’t look sick, we assume they 
are exaggerating or being untruthful. 
 Imagine having a serious health problem, or a serious 
problem of any kind and having no one believe you.  Imagine 
if this was part of your everyday life. 
 One would think that doctors would be immune to these 
assumptions, but sometimes they are not. When I was eight 
years old I started feeling waves of pain in my gut. I knew 
there was something seriously wrong, but no one believed 
me. The doctor could not see my illness – so to him it didn’t 
exist. Instead of getting help, I was labeled a troubled child 
and told that the pain was all in my head. After two years of 
pleading I was finally admitted to hospital and diagnosed 
with Crohn’s disease – an inflammatory bowel condition 
which, at that time, was rare among children. 
 Two years is a long time to a child. Two years of not being 
believed by someone in authority was devastating to me. I 
was always told that doctors were there to help me and that 
they knew everything. Why did they accuse me of lying? 
 Things got worse as I got older. When I was in my early 
twenties I starting taking medication that gave me painful 

T 
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kidney stones.  As a result, I would often end up in the 
emergency room in need of a shot of morphine. On one 
memorable occasion, I was taken by ambulance to a hospital 
in one of the rougher areas of the city. When the emergency 
room doctor looked at me, he noticed I was young, pale and 
thin, but looked healthy otherwise. He made the assumption 
I was a drug abuser and was faking symptoms to get pain 
medication. 
 This was not the last time I was mistaken for a drug 
addict.  In fact, I started dreading the emergency room visits 
even more than the kidney stones. Imagine being in agony 
and having a nurse threaten to throw you out of the hospital. 
Picture being laughed at by a doctor who refuses to give you 
morphine, as you lie screaming in pain on a stretcher. This is 
the type of situation I dealt with on a regular basis and I 
know I am not alone. Many others have told me similar 
stories of being misunderstood by the very people they 
trusted to help them. Whether it’s a doctor, boss, friend or 
spouse, having someone disbelieve you when you are sick is 
an unpleasant experience. 
 Regrettably, these sad misunderstandings can build up 
over time and gradually erode the type of trust that is crucial 
to developing good relationships.  
 I was reminded of this recently when I came across a great 
quote from renowned life coach Tony Robbins. He was 
describing what happens to people who are abused as 
children, but his statement also describes the social effects of 
living with an invisible illness. 
 He said: “When people become wounded and not helped by 
others they start to feel that real communication is not possible.” 
  
When others are wounded and seek your understanding will 
you treat them with suspicion or with empathy? Your 
decision can have far-reaching effects either way. 
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Long lasting 

any people still have trouble grasping the concept of a  
long term or incurable illness. After all, most of us grew 

up with the idea that doctors could fix everything, right? 
 When you get diagnosed with a chronic illness you learn 
pretty quickly about the limits of a doctor’s curative power. 
Doctors become people who treat symptoms and try to limit 
long-term damage rather than cure us from disease.  
 Having an illness that will stay with you for the rest of 
your life is a scary thought, but it is surprising how quickly 
people can adapt to the concept. What seems scary at first 
eventually becomes normal. 
 That being said, there are areas where having a long-term 
condition can have a serious effect over time. Chronic pain 
and fatigue are two of the most challenging factors.  Being in 
pain day-after-day-after-day can physically change your 
brain, causing the frontal lobes to shrink, affecting everything 
from your memory to your problem-solving abilities. 
Chronic fatigue can do the same thing.  
 There is no doubt that a long-term illness can really wear 
you down over time. It is like running in a marathon and 
twisting your knee during the first mile. With each step 
forward you feel the pain. At certain points during the 
marathon, your adrenaline might kick in and distract you 
from the hurt, but the pain eventually comes back full force.  
Eventually, all you can think about is reaching the finish line 
and being done with it. 

M 
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 For some of us though, there is no finish line. This is the 
way we will spend the rest of their lives. Over time, we 
develop the mental toughness of the long distance runner 
and continue moving forward. Despite these considerable 
challenges, our biggest problem with long-term illness is 
often the people who think we should just go to the doctor 
and get cured already. I wish it were that simple. 
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Part II – THE BUSINESS SIDE OF CHRONIC 

ILLNESS 

If you manage more than a handful of employees, chances 
are that some of them are challenged by a chronic disease. In 
fact, we know that one in three workers have at least one 
chronic health condition. 
 A recent study in Great Britain indicated that most 
employees with chronic illnesses do not properly maintain 
their health at work. This may be due to a number of factors, 
ranging from the stigma attached to illness to a lack of 
flexibility in their jobs.  As chronic health conditions become 
more prevalent in our society, it is crucial that the workplace 
provides a supportive atmosphere that allows employees to 
both maintain their health and take advantage of resources 
such as wellness programs and flexible work arrangements. 
 A flexible, understanding culture, which allows 
employees to perform at their best, will ultimately reduce 
costs such as absenteeism and presenteeism (employees who 
show up to work, but are not fully functional). As you will 
soon see, these costs are a lot higher than you may think. 
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Just the facts 

57.3 million working-aged Americans, 33 percent of the 
working-aged population, have at least one chronic 
condition. 
Center for Studying Health System Change 2009 
 
Chronic health conditions cost the U.S. economy more than 
$1 trillion a year, a figure that could jump to nearly $6 trillion 
by 2050.   
Milken Institute. An Unhealthy America: The Economic Burden of 
Chronic Disease 
 
More than half of Canadians live with a chronic disease.  
Canadian Coalition for Public Health in the 21st Century  
 
Worldwide, chronic diseases have overtaken infectious 
diseases as the leading cause of death and disability. In 
Ontario, chronic diseases account for 55% of direct and 
indirect health costs. 
Ontario (Canada) Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care May 
2007  
 
The economic burden of chronic diseases has been estimated 
at over $150 billion in direct and indirect costs annually. The 
cost of lost productivity due to short-term and long-term 
disability alone represents close to 30% of total costs. ($50 
billion) 
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Centre for Chronic Disease Prevention and Control.  Public Health 
Agency of Canada  
 
96% of people with chronic illness show no visible 
symptoms. These people do not use a cane or any assistive 
device and may look perfectly healthy. 
United States Census Bureau 2002  
 
Depression is 15-20% higher for the chronically ill than for 
the average person 
Rifkin, A. "Depression in Physically Ill Patients," 1992 
 
In 1999, the Employers Health Coalition in Florida analyzed 
seventeen diseases and found that lost productivity from 
presenteeism was 7.5 times greater than productivity loss 
from absenteeism. For specific problems, like allergies, 
arthritis, heart disease, hypertension, migraines, and neck or 
back pain, the ratio was more than 15 to 1. 
The Changing Face of U.S. Health Care: Employers Health 
Coalition Inc; 1999.  
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The trillion dollar problem 

ore than a trillion dollars. That’s how much chronic 
illnesses cost organizations in the United States in 2007. 

These numbers are expected to quadruple by 2030.  
 A trillion dollars makes the mind boggle. That’s a million 
million.  With that amount of money you could pay all of the 
rent cheques in United States for three years! 
 You would think with so much at stake that our business 
and political leaders would take more of an interest in better 
engaging people with chronic illness. Not all of this money 
needs to be lost. 
 A significant amount of this trillion-dollar productivity 
loss is due to presenteeism, where people show up for work 
but are not productive during their time on the job.  While 
many companies track absenteeism quite closely, the quality 
and quantity of the work and the engagement of the 
employee are not always measured. 
 To illustrate why this is a problem, let us look at a 2010 
survey of chronically ill workers in Canada. The study was 
called Patient’s Voice and it was published through Benefits 
Canada Magazine.  In it, 80 percent of chronically ill workers 
that were surveyed said they went into work even when they 
were not feeling well.  
 This shocked a doctor on the expert panel that analyzed 
the data, but I don’t think this surprises anyone who has had 
a serious chronic illness. The fact is that many of us come 

M 
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into work sick because it is expected of us and taking too 
many days off can quickly kill a promising career.  
 In our North American culture, there is often skepticism 
about workers who call in sick more than a few days a year. 
The assumption is that these workers are uncommitted or 
lazy.  
 While there are some people who may take sick days 
when they are not truly sick, we know that the opposite is 
also true.  Many employees come into work beset by issues 
such as pain, fatigue and nausea that may significantly affect 
their productivity on the job. 
 Here are some additional challenges that contribute to the 
trillion-dollar problem: 
 

• Chronic illnesses are often invisible. 
• Employees generally do not tell their employers 

about their illness because they worry about being 
stigmatized or losing their jobs. 

• Many of these same people do not monitor or attend 
to their illness (i.e. take their proper medications etc.) 
while at work. 

• Many organizations are still slow to offer flexible, 
results-oriented work arrangements that will allow 
employees to work more efficiently. 

 
We know that chronic illness currently keeps many 
employees from being fully engaged and productive.  
However, by finding ways to better engage these employees, 
organizations can realize significant savings going forward.   
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The full edition of this book also includes the 

following chapters in Part II 

• One-third of the workforce and growing 
• Leadership in the age of chronic illness 
• The cornerstone of trust  
• Can sick people really be high performers?  
• The impact of multiple illnesses 
• Exploding the lifestyle myth 
• Is your wellness program working as well as it could? 
• Are sick days a relic of the past? 
• Employee confidentiality, secrecy and stigma 
• Dealing with a sick employee and avoiding conflict  
• Seven ways to improve employee wellness and break 

the stigma of chronic illness 
 
To order the full edition of the book go here: 
http://www.sickwithsuccess.com/book/ 
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PART III – HOW TO WORK BETTER WHEN 

YOU ARE SICK 

Working with a chronic illness is not always easy. People 
with chronic health conditions often have limits in terms of 
energy and physical ability, but working and living smarter 
can frequently offset these challenges. 
 There are two elements to dealing successfully with a 
chronic condition. The first involves maintaining your health 
and treating your disease as well as you can. This means 
working with your doctor to find treatments that work for 
you, as well as making any changes to your lifestyle that will 
improve or maintain your health.   
 The second element is your reaction to the illness. How do 
you feel about yourself and your new challenges? How 
flexible are you willing to be to adapt to your new limits? 
How motivated are you to navigate through the ups and 
downs and uncertainty? Are you willing to go out of your 
comfort zone to ask for what you need? 
  These are tough questions, but keep in mind that your 
reaction to your illness and your openness to new 
perspectives is something within your control.  
 
 
 When you have a chronic condition, it is easy to focus on 
your limits to the point where all you can think about are the 
things that you can no longer do. Speaking as someone who 
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has lived most of his life with a chronic condition, it took me 
a long time to understand an important fact: Even healthy 
people have limits.  
 While I accept that chronic pain and occasional fatigue 
limit me to a degree, I also realize that no one person has an 
inexhaustible supply of energy.  In fact, a lot of people waste 
their energy through fear, worry, bad habits, and unhealthy 
relationships. These are areas largely within our control. 
 So here is the secret: By sorting out other areas of your life 
and developing clear values and goals, you will be able to 
take the energy you do have and put it towards the things 
that matter – the things that make you a success, however you 
wish to define that term. 
 Success is measured differently for everyone.  Some 
chronic conditions are easier to cope with than others.  I do 
not want to be unrealistic and suggest that every person with 
a serious health issue can earn a six-figure salary, but I am 
also hesitant to put limits on what you can do. There are 
many people who face difficult challenges and still create 
amazing results in their lives. 
 My goal is not to make you feel guilty for not 
accomplishing enough, but to inspire you to try new things. 
Building a successful career while challenged by a chronic 
condition can be difficult. It requires courage. But if you are 
reading this book, you already have that courage. This next 
section will give you some ideas on how to make your work 
life a little easier and lot more engaging. 
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Do I tell my prospective employer Iʼm sick? 

f you think employers discriminate against people with 
chronic illness or disabilities you are right. Over the past 

few years, research teams have done studies by sending 
identical resumes and cover letters to employers - the only 
difference in the cover letters was a disclosure of a mental or 
physical illness or disability. Predictably perhaps, the 
resumes that had these disclosures elicited a lower response 
from prospective employers. 
 Mentioning your health condition in your resume or 
cover letter is probably not the best strategy, but that doesn’t 
mean you should keep your illness hidden from your 
employer forever. 
  
Start at the beginning 
 Before applying for a job at a particular company you 
might want to do some research on them.  Do they have a 
progressive hiring policy? Do they have flexible work 
schedules? You should also look for any awards or citations 
the company may have received for their health or diversity 
policies.   
 There are many independent lists of best employers that can 
give you an insight into how a company treats its workers. 
Of course, there are no guarantees that you and the company 
will be the right fit, but being aware of an employer’s 
reputation can allow you to target companies that may be 

I 
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more open minded about accommodating your illness than 
others. 

 
Do you disclose your illness during the job interview? 
 When making the decision whether to disclose, the first 
question to ask yourself is whether your illness will affect 
your job. For example, if your health condition is relatively 
mild and will not require accommodations such as 
specialized equipment or extra sick days then you may not 
need to mention it. 
 However, if you have a condition that could affect your 
work at some point in the near future, it may be advisable to 
let your employer know. If your illness is going to affect your 
employment from day one, then it is probably best you 
disclose it right away. 
 In addition, there may also be issues surrounding your 
work-based medical insurance, particularly if you are living 
in the United States. You may have to disclose your illness to 
get proper medical coverage. 
 
What are the benefits of disclosing your illness early on?  
 There are a couple of benefits to disclosing your health 
condition earlier rather than later. First, you can get a sense 
of how open and understanding the company actually is.  
 Finding out organizational attitudes early on can allow 
you to make a choice about whether you really want to work 
with this organization or not. It may be better to find out 
their attitudes now then wait until illness flares and your 
choices become more limited. 
 On the flip-side, disclosing your illness will also give the 
employer a chance to help you with possible accommodations 
in your work schedule or office environment. 
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When and how do you do it? 
 You could disclose your condition in the first interview, 
but unless your illness is obvious and visible this may not be 
the best time. At this point the company still does not know 
if your skills are the best fit for the job. On the other hand, if 
you wait until after employment letters have been signed, it 
might look like you were being deceptive. 
 Perhaps the best time to broach the topic is in the 
negotiation phase. At that point you know that the employer 
feels your skills are right for the job. By disclosing your 
illness before the paperwork is signed you are showing 
respect to your prospective employer, as well as 
demonstrating confidence in yourself and your coping 
abilities.  
 Confidence is the key attribute when discussing your 
illness. You show confidence by explaining your illness in a 
simple straightforward way. If you do need certain 
accommodations, take responsibility where you can and 
show them that you are a team player. “My illness does require 
me to take a weekly hospital visit during business hours, but I can 
schedule it so I’m only an hour late for work and will make that 
time up by staying an hour late that day.” 
 Work is a team game. While your employer may be 
obligated to provide you with reasonable support, you have 
to show you are responsible for managing your condition 
and making sure the job gets done. 
  
On the job 
 There are other circumstances where you may be required 
to disclose at least some information about your illness. They 
may include the following: 

• Your employee benefit plan requires you to submit 
claims directly through your employer. 
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• Your employer has an absenteeism policy that 
requires you to provide a doctor’s note if you miss a 
certain number of working days. 

• You are requesting an accommodation. You will have 
to provide enough information to the employer so 
that they can properly accommodate you. 

 
Duty to accommodate 
 In Canada, the United States and many other developed 
countries, employers are required to accommodate workers 
with disabilities. Generally speaking, the employer needs to 
make a genuine effort to accommodate the employee. 
Meanwhile, the employee is expected to co-operate and help 
facilitate a solution.   
 You may want to find out about specific laws that apply 
to your workplace.  A local law society, or disability 
advocacy group, may be able to help you. 
 
It is your choice  
 Ultimately, there are both risks and benefits to disclosing 
your condition.  The risk is that your employer or manager 
may treat you differently or actively discriminate against 
you. The benefit is that disclosing your illness can allow your 
employer to provide you with the support and 
accommodation you need to do the job to the best of your 
abilities. In many circumstances, the choice of disclosure is 
up to you. 
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The full edition of this book also includes the 

following chapters in Part III 

• The power of choice  
• Developing a good relationship with your employer 
• The stress of rising expectations 
• Seven ways to balance work and personal life  
• Fighting fatigue 
• Avoiding the extremes of denial and capitulation  
• How to think better when you are sick 
• How to manage people when you are sick 
• Small business owners and human sustainability 
• What advantages do you have?  
• Do you want to be happy or to be right?  
• Final thoughts  
• Glossary of terms  
• References 
• Resources 

 
To order the full edition of the book go here: 
http://www.sickwithsuccess.com/book/ 
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perspective on how chronic illness affects organizations and 
individuals. In addition to his own experience, he has also 
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 Jason writes regularly on the topic of chronic illness and 
engagement for several publications and has appeared as a 
guest expert on Canadian television.  
 
For additional books, or to hire Jason as a coach or speaker, 
please contact: 
 
Sick with Success® 
663 Montbeck Cr. 
Mississauga, ON 
L5G 1P1 
Canada 
 
Tel: 905.891.3584 
email: info@sickwithsuccess.com 
URL: www.sickwithsuccess.com 
 
To order the full edition of the book go here: 
http://www.sickwithsuccess.com/book/ 
 


